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The astrologer can tell when these health challenges will come, and what their nature will be. Through
prediction, Medical Astrology takes preventive medicine to a whole new level. No longer is prevention limited
to general hygiene, diet, nutrition and health maintenance, but can be targeted specifically at strengthening the
organism against upcoming health challenges, as indicated by the transits and progressions to the natal
horoscope. For example, major Uranus transits can be very challenging and draining to the nervous system.
Knowing that one is coming up in a month or two, one can prepare for it by taking herbal tonics to strengthen
the nervous system. Transits in Medical Astrology Transits occur when a transiting planet makes a significant
aspect, or angular relationship, to key planets or configurations in the natal horoscope. The transiting planet
indicates the nature of the process, change or influence, and the planet being transited indicates the affected
organ or physiological function. The transits that really count, or the ones to watch in Medical Astrology, are
those involving the hard aspects, especially the conjunction, square or opposition. Because the hard aspects are
active and dynamic in nature, transits involving them actively precipitate medical events and pathological
manifestations. Nevertheless, they can have a healing and regenerative potential, but this potential tends to
remain dormant unless actively awakened and exploited by a regime of health improvement. The transits that
bring about the major events and changes in the life and health of the individual are those of the outer planets Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. The transits of the faster moving inner planets are important to watch only
if they are especially emphasized, dignified or sensitively placed within the natal horoscope. Otherwise, the
transits of the inner planets act mainly as acute trigger mechanisms to actively manifest as pathology the
underlying stresses and challenges of the outer planet transits. In Medical Astrology, these would typically
involve things like the lunar quarters and the stations and retrograde periods of Mercury. Saturn Transits
Saturn transits have a Melancholic nature and temperament, and tend to manifest Melancholic pathology. This
often involves the bones, joints and connective tissue, as well as the teeth. Since Saturn classically rules the
two signs opposite the domiciles of the Sun and Moon, which are Capricorn and Aquarius, the vital energies
of the luminaries will be greatly challenged if they are targeted by Saturn transits. Since Saturn rules
maturation and the aging process, Major Saturn transits also tend to be major turning points in the aging
process. If the Sun is targeted, the overall vitality, immunity, netabolic heat and pepsis of the organism will be
challenged. If the Moon is targeted, the anabolic, vegetative and nutritive processes of the organism will be
challenged, and nutritional deficiencies may develop. Saturn transits to Mercury tend to afflict the nervous
system with tics, neuralgias, and nervous exhaustion; the respiratory function may also be constricted or
weakened. Saturn transits to Venus also challenge the nutritive, anabolic processes of the organism, and may
also affect the female organs, fertility, the menstrual cycle, or sexual response. Saturn transits to Mars involve
both Melancholic stiffness, rigidity and obstruction, as well as Choleric irritation and inflammation; anemic
conditions may also develop, as well as pathological aggravations of black and yellow bile. Saturn transits to
Jupiter often involve the liver, and bring about shifts or challenges to the nutritive balance of the metabolism,
favoring Melancholic deficiancy over Sanguine excess. Saturn transits to natal Saturn most typically involve
the bones, joints and connective tissue, and conditions such as osteoporosis; watch your calcium and mineral
metabolism closely. Saturn transits to Uranus tend to have a nervous, spasmodic character. Saturn transits to
Neptune can involve deep-seated toxicity of the blood and lymph. Saturn transits to Pluto are especially
challenging transformational crises, often involving tremendous or overwhelming burdens. Uranus Transits
Uranus transits tend to be very stressing and challenging to the nervous system, since Uranus is the higher
octave of Mercury. In addition to hyperexcitation and destabilization of the nervous system, the endocrine
system may also be similarly affected. Nervous and spasmodic afflictions are also common. Uranus tends to
shake things loose, especially what has become too stagnant or rigid, to let in new life and change. There is
also a tendency to hyperexcited, manic states. Uranus transits to the Moon usually involve insomnia and
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colicky, nervous or spasmodic afflictions of the stomach and intestines. Uranus transits to natal Mercury are
especially exhausting to the nervous system; nervous, spasmodic coughs may also develop. Uranus transits to
Jupiter tend to have a destabilizing effect on the liver, metabolism and glandular system. Uranus transits to
Saturn aggravate nervous and Melancholic afflictions. With Uranus transiting natal Uranus, nervous
exhaustion, insomnia, and nervous, spasmodic afflictions can be especially problematic. Uranus transiting
Neptune can bring insomnia and sleep disturbances. Uranus transiting Pluto can bring about radical
transformation. Neptune Transits Neptune transits can have a number of diverse manifestations. Overall, they
tend to have a weakening effect on immunity, especially if the vital core factors of the birthchart are being
challenged. Allergies and sensitivities may develop, and there is a tendency to become more sensitive to the
effects of various foods and drugs on the organism. There is also a heightened psychic sensitivity, leaky aura
syndrome, and a tendency towars possession or obsession in those so predisposed. There is also a tendency
towards Phlegmatic pathologies and toxicity of the blood and lymph. More specifically, Neptune transits are
associated with toxicity from molds, yeasts and fungi and heavy metals. Because Neptune tends to obscure
and confuse things, one needs to be especially cautious about surgeries and other major medical procedures,
including dental work, undertaken during Neptune transits, and always get a second opinion. Often, a
procedure trhat is actually quite harmful, insidious and invasive will be introduced as an innocuous trifle, or
there will be unrealistic hopes or expectations placed on the procedure. If the luminaries, the Sun and Moon,
are being transited by Neptune, there may be visual problems or disturbances as their light is obscured.
Accidents can also happen under Neptune transits, and will often involve something freakish, improbable or
bizzare. After Saturn, Neptune is probably the planet most associated with chronic pathology in Medical
Astrology. The more important and central the planets and configurations being transited are, the more serious
these conditions will be. Pluto Transits Pluto transits bring about a radical transformation or restructuring of
whatever organ or function of the bodymind pertains to the planet being transited. These transformations often
involve a total shakedown or meltdown to the very foundations as a prelude to rebuilding the organism on a
truer and sounder basis. The more important and central the planet or configuration being transited, the more
radical and far-reaching this transformation will be. Whatever the planet or part of the natal chart being
transited, Pluto transits usually involve several key themes. One is sexuality, which includes sexual
manipulation, power and control; reproductive "accidents", unwanted pregnancies, abortions or sexually
transmitted diseases. Pluto transits often involve a purification or catharsis, in which old, dead, toxic matter,
both psychic and physical, is dredged up to the surface to be released. In bodily terms, this can often manifest
as a boil, eruption or abcess. But whatever form it takes, the catharsis will have a karmic, fated, inevitable
character. Inner Planet Transits As a rule, inner planet transits are fairly minor and transitory - unless they are
particularly emphasized, dignified or critically placed in the natal horoscope. Then the native, being sensitized
natally to that planet, will be profoundly affected by whatever it does. The general character of these inner
planet transits will be of the nature and temperament of the planet in question: Excess, expanion,
immoderation, weight gain, etc Fevers, inflammation, tension, stress, impulsive or reckless behavior, strife,
accidents, bilious conditions, etc Comfort, ease, beauty, the pleasure principle. Love and romance,
relationships, sexuality. Kidneys, low back, aesthetic and Venusian body parts. Nervous or spasmodic
afflictions. Mental stress or tension. Progressions Transits are like the planetary climate, or weather.
Progressions, on the other hand, are endogenous, or intrinsically generated. They represent the planetary
functions of the natal chart themselves, progressing and evolving over the course of a lifetime. The most
common form of progressions used in astrology are secondary progressions. The outer planets move so slowly
by transit that their movements by progression are usually negligible or insignificant. The only exception to
this general rule is when retrograde outer planets turn direct by progression, or vice-versa; then remarkable
reversals of fate can occur. The inner planets are the ones to watch by progression, because their progressed
movements are fast enough to really make some difference. Of these, the core triad of Sun, Moon and
Ascendant are the most important. The progressed Sun shows your evolving Ignis, or metabolic Fire.
Significant hard aspects that the progressed Sun makes to other planets, either natal or progressed, are also
important. The progressed Moon shows your evolving anabolic and fluid metabolism. Its sign changes, which
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happen every 2 and a quarter years or so, will also be felt. The hard aspects that the progressed Moon makes
with the progressed Sun, or the progressed lunar quarters, will have the same basic nature and temperament as
their counterparts by transit, but will be felt more profoundly, because they last longer. The progressed Moon
causes two year shifts or phases in our overall mood and emotional temperament. Progressed Mercury
willsimilarly show your evolving mental nature and temperament, and how you express yourself in the world.
By indicating the constitutional nature and temperament of your body and mind, it also indicates your inherent
predisposition to various conditions and pathologies. The natal horoscope, as the Root Prediction, affirms that
no event or crisis, no illness or disease, can happen to you unless the potential for it is indicated in your natal
horoscope. This shows the danger of a standardized, "cookbook", one-size-fits-all approach to prediction via
transits and progressions. They cannot be taken out of context; their full significance to the individual
experiencing them, and how they will play out, can only be interpreted or divined by placing them in relation
to the gestalt of the whole natal horoscope. This fits in very well with the constitutional approach of Greek
Medicine. The manifestation of any illness, disease or pathology is always the result of the coming together of
two complementary factors: Medical Astrology, like Greek Medicine, is holistic and person-centered. Need
help and personalized health guidance in interpreting your natal astrology chart? Medical Astrology
consultations are available at my Online Store. All unauthorized commercial reproduction prohibited.
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Medical Astrology has a long tradition of use in Greek Medicine, as well as in other traditional healing
systems like Ayurveda. Medical Astrology grew out of Hermetic philosophy, with its guiding principle: As
above, so below. As within, so without. In other words, the microcosm of the human body reflects the
macrocosm of Nature and the cosmos. Medical Astrology could be considered as a subspecialty of Greek
Medicine. Some, like Hippocrates, were staunch advocates of Medical Astrology, whereas others, like Galen,
were of a more dubious and skeptical bent. Medical Astrology encompasses all uses of astrology in health and
healing. Either the natal chart, or horoscope, is used, or a decumbiture chart, drawn up for the place and
moment the patient first fell ill, is used. Uses and Benefits of Medical Astrology Medical Astrology has a
number of distinctive uses and benefits: Socrates said, "Man, know thyself. Medical Astrology also elucidates
the psychosomatic relationship between mind and body with unparalleled sophistication and depth. Each
person, according to their own individual psychosomatic makeup, will respond differently to different
therapies and treatments. Individual affinities for various therapeutic modalities are also shown in the natal
horoscope. Through planetary transits and progressions to the natal horoscope, the Medical Astrologer can
also tell what kinds of health challenges the individual will face, and when they are likely to manifest.
Through astrological forecasting, preventive medicine is taken to a whole new level, and the client can take
specific preventive measures beforehand. Special decumbiture charts are drawn up for the exact time and
place the patient first fell ill; an interpretation of this chart sheds valuable light on the nature of the illness or
affliction, and its prognosis and probable outcome. A knowledge of the cycles of the Sun, Moon and other
planets is used to choose the best time to undergo surgeries, fasting and purification treatments, conception
and pregnancy, or any other major medical procedure. This maximizes chances for a positive healing outcome,
and minimizes the risk of complications. The Four Dimensions of Astrological Symbolism Astrology is a
symbolic language with four dimensions, which are like the four parts of speech. The natal horoscope depicts
the basic nature or essence of the individual in body, mind and spirit. And so, every planetary configuration in
the natal horoscope can be read in two ways: Actually, the two - mind and body - are interconnected, and
nowhere does this show with as much depth and sophistication as in Medical Astrology. The four dimensions
of astrological symbolism are as follows: Planets are the What, or the nouns of astrological symbolism.
Planets also have affinities of humor and temperament, and associations with certain internal organs and organ
systems. Signs are the How and Why, or the adjectives, adverbs and modifiers of astrological symbolism.
Basically, signs deal with qualities, conditions and perspectives. In Medical Astrology, these are primarily
conditions of humor and temperament affecting the overall physiology and metabolism of the organism.
Houses are the Where of astrological symbolism, and function somewhat like predicates and prepositions.
Aspects are the conjunctions of astrological symbolism, and weave the natal horoscope together into one
interconnected whole. Midpoints, a very useful and highly specialized type of aspect, pinpoint certain specific
areas of health weakness and vulnerability. The secret to all clear, effective interpretation of the natal
horoscope, medically or otherwise, lies in a clear differentiation of the four dimensions of astrological
symbolism and their respective functions. In Medical Astrology, more general factors showing the basic
physiological and metabolic terrain of the individual and their basic predispositions are combined with more
specific indicators, like planetary signatures and midpoints. Likewise, you should also be familiar with your
own medical history, and with your own health strengths and vulnerabilities. But even as well as you know
your own body and its health, Medical Astrology may shed light on certain deeper aspects of it about which
you may have only been dimly aware. Your natal horoscope will give you the golden opportunity to verify the
truth, accuracy and usefulness of Medical Astrology for yourself as you read through these pages.
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Until , aspiring physicians were required to pass their astrology exams to obtain medical licenses. Following in
the footsteps of the great 16th century physician-astrologer Nostradamus were several highly skilled medical
astrologers of note: Students of Renaissance medicine owe a particular debt to the great Blagrave for his
astonishingly detailed and instructive book and journal: In the early s, the advent of significant anatomical
discoveries overthrew the ancient Galenic paradigm. Simultaneously, the ancient system of astrological-herbal
medicine was tossed and buried. In fact, both Renaissance Medicine and Ayurveda derive many paradigms
and treatment methods from the same Greek root of Galenic medicine. Period physicians used leeches and
bleeding, sometimes, and for certain specific cases. And yes, some doctors nearly bled their hapless patients to
death. However, these were only two of scores of techniques used at the time. Our firmly imbedded prejudice
prevents us from looking any further into this comprehensive healing system. Curiously, leeches and bleeding
are still used when warranted in medicine today. The wholesale suppression of European astrological-herbal
medicine was linked to the religious and scientific suppression of witches, non-Christian paradigms and, as
usual, women. Coincident with the rise of university licensing and medical councils was the active
suppression of female doctors. Previously, Jewish women doctors, while never numerous, practiced in many
parts of Europe. The discouragement of female doctors in Europe and America only lifted in the last
generation. Unfortunately, the rancor toward medical astrology has not. At the first Lost Secrets of
Renaissance Medicine Conference in , I defined five lost etiologies, no longer in use. The Renaissance
practitioner also fully acknowledged genetic inheritance, diet, poison air, psychological shock trauma, PTSD
and physical accident. We see then, that our current doctors are now aware of only the most obvious physical
etiologies. This is in keeping with our modern biochemical model of medicine and psychology pushed forward
in the s. Is this one reason why Americans and Europeans flock to alternative practitioners? Should
astrological energies influence health, then their denial is a big deal. So, we see that the Renaissance physician
had access to paradigms both old and new. If our knowledge of subtle energies and medical astrology had
survived, then scientific research might have been applied to the now abandoned mysteries of nature that were
once held self-evident. How much more we would have learned, to our great profit. Where does astrology
come in? Although many etiologies were recognized, the Renaissance physician used the astrological chart to
determine the correct cause behind the health crises. The chart revealed if an illness was of physical or
supernatural origin, what type, length, seriousness and proposed cure. Furthermore, astrology was a
preeminent tool in selecting dates for surgery, herb harvesting, tincturing and treatment. Crown Jewell of
Renaissance Medicine Astrology, alongside physical examination established the prevailing excesses and
deficiencies of the four traditional humors, and the four astrological elements humors and the elements are not
identical. Truly then, astrology combined with the expert use of herbs was the crown jewel of Renaissance
medicine. It is true that many Renaissance doctors were expert herbalists and master astrologers. Recently,
physicists established Entanglement Theory by proving that two atoms once entangled, then separated apart,
would remain in synchronized motion no matter their distance removed from one another. This announcement
should have rocked both the metaphysical and science worlds because it fairly explains so much about some
healing miracles. No matter how far his patient travelled, he would know their state of health by observing the
preserved blood in the brandy. His book is replete with similar techniques. However, those that read his book
should take heed not to go about boring holes into the pith of trees because this can kill them by allowing the
entry of bacteria. Indeed, Blagrave exchanged tree pith and client DNA in order to heal some diseases. Or, to
prescribe medicine without first determining: Timing is Critical Furthermore, some Renaissance physicians
would select their own herbs by a careful examination of both patient and decumbiture chart, and pluck them
at exact days and hours an echo of shamanic healing practice. These practices remained in use among the
southern Slavs of the 20th century. To reiterate, the s brought the wholesale and vigorous suppression of
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Renaissance medicine. So who is primitive? Our mistaken twist is in assuming that advanced technologies
render ancient knowledge irrelevant. The awareness of astrological influence upon the body is not only
amazingly accurate, but readily witnessed by those who take the time to observe. The five lost etiologies
should never be ignored. Herbalism is making a significant comeback for some very good reasons including
affordability. Lacking microscopes and x-ray machines, Renaissance physicians had in the astrological chart a
viewing device so deftly capable of peering into the subtle energetics behind disease. Forty years of blind tests
have made me a believer. For more information click here. About the author Judith Hill Judith Hill is a master
astrologer and award winning of author of nine books, including the Medical Astrology: Your Guide to
Planetary Pathology. Her scientific interests led Hill to complete ten years of statistical research in
astro-genetics with J. Thompson and astro-seismology with M. She founded Stellium Press in and offers a full
range astrological practice. She also provides a personal apprentice program through her Renaissance School
of Practical Astrology.
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Alchemic approach to four humors in relation to the four elements and zodiacal signs. Whereas previous
medical astrologers had relied on natal charts and supernatural influences, the medical astrologers after the
17th century began to use scientific explanations for the influence of celestial bodies on human health. For
example, John Gadbury, a famous 17th century medical astrologer, tried to explain the effects of celestial
bodies on human health by saying that the planets caused meteorological disturbances which, in turn, affected
humans and animals in the areas where the meteorological events occurred. Healing the sick, fresco by
Domenico di Bartolo. He was, however, vague on the details, so it is unclear whether he thought the influence
of the corpuscles was because of the particles themselves colliding with Earth or a force, akin to the magnetic
force, associated with the particles. Portrait of Robert Boyle. He also believed that the gravity of the sun and
moon caused atmospheric circulation which affected air quality - which Mead considered important for health.
A full moon over water. CC0 Mead and other medical astronomers believed that the gravitational affects of
the sun and moon perturbed human bodily fluids including air and liquid in such a way as to cause disease.
They believed that these effects could cause or worsen fevers, insanity, and hysteria - among other maladies. It
was thought that the effects of the celestial bodies were especially strong in the tropics. Medical astronomy, as
a result, became very popular among physicians practicing medicine in equatorial regions. In addition to
gravity, heat was also believed to play a role - so some diseases were believed to be worse at certain times of
the day depending on the position of the sun and moon. For example, like astrologers of the late Middle Ages,
they believed there was a connection between madness and the phases of the moon. The main difference is
how they explained it. Ancient astrologers explained it in terms of occult forces while these new medical
astronomers tried to explain it in terms of natural science. Public Domain Not a Wasted Effort Medical
astronomy eventually fell out of favor with the medical establishment in the West after the 19th century, but
the attempts of medical professionals to show a correlation between astronomy and human health was not
wasted effort. Although they turned out to be wrong about the details, for example, there is no evidence that
the Moon has any effect on fevers or insanity, these medical astronomers were onto something. The celestial
bodies do have a genuine impact on human health. Light from the sun, for example, can create vitamin D
when it contacts the skin. Conversely, too much exposure to the sun can cause sunburns and skin cancer. The
heat from the sun also helps drive the climate and weather which both have an indirect effect on human health.
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It takes years of acquiring astrological and medical expertise including a complete understanding of anatomy
and physiology to qualify as a medical astrologer. As an Ayurvedic physician, I use the combination these two
sciences to accurately understand diseases and advise clients on the best procedures for regaining health. The
Vedic horoscope is drawn by the Vedic Medical Astrologer, based on time, place, and date of birth of the
concerned person and then appropriate advice is given to enliven all areas of their lives. You may be able to
determine a tendency toward various types of illnesses, and one can usually see periods of stress or lowered
vitality when one could develop health problems. Analyzing the planetary combinations and placements in a
natal or progressed chart, a medical astrologer can ascertain likely psychological or physical weaknesses that
may be causing disease. The medical astrologer then can advise the client on the appropriate tests necessary to
verify the astrological speculations. Introduction to Vedic Astrology: Jyotish was first mentioned in the Rig
Veda, and references were also made in the classical Indian epics, the Ramayana, the Mahabharata, and the
classic Bhagavad-Gita. The Vedas are considered by many to be the most vast and complete system of
knowledge known to mankind, and Jyotish is revered as one of the most important limbs of the Vedas. Jyotish,
a Sanskrit word, translates to Divine Light. It is the eye of divine knowledge, which is omnipresent,
omnipotent, pure, supreme, and exalted. Jyotish, is believed to have been conceived by the ancient sages in
higher states of consciousness, which allowed them to cognize life beyond time and space, beyond past,
present and future. In this super-conscious state, they recognized the energetic rays of the planets as reflectors
or transmitters of light energy. These solar and planetary radio-like waves, sent out at various angles, were
seen to bear influence on everything animate and inanimate, affecting humans on both biological and
psychological levels. It is said that the sages observed and experimented with their observations in order to
codify into rules of astronomical calculations, which ultimately became the laws by which Jyotish is practiced.
The astronomical genius demonstrated by the Vedic Seers is suggested by the fact that these ancient
astronomers conceived of cosmological issues that have remained consistent with the enduring discoveries of
science to the present day. It is interesting to note that, whereas medieval Europe still believed that the earth
was stationary, Vedic astronomers of antiquity founded a system which stated that the apparent rising and
setting of the planets and the stars were due to the movement of the earth. The Vedas are a composite or
holistic knowledge, integrating every part or branch of knowledge to the whole. All the parts are viewed in
context of Vedic philosophy such that the sciences are consistent and reinforce the orientation of artistic
expression; medicine is consistent with religion and so forth. This integrated philosophical orientation to life
opposes the long popular scientific view embraced by Western culture that has compartmentalized life in an
ever-shifting focus or preoccupation with one segment or another. This fragmented approach to life results in
the various disciplines of knowledge being in conflict with one another, such that the artist is seen at odds with
the scientist, religion, and philosophy are inconsistent with each other, science is at war with religion, and so
on. It is said that no thought, word or deed escapes the ultimate, inescapable justice of the universe, known
simply as karma. The understanding of the law of cause and effect, or karma, is expressed in scientific law as
follows: The concept of karma speaks to your responsibility for yourself in the most profound terms. You
could say that the horoscope offers a means for assessing ones karmic path in order to become more
conscious, or self aware, and, as a consequence, more actively responsible for your actions. The horoscope is a
challenging portrait revealing their unalterable past and its probable future results. The chart shows what we
are now because of what we have thought and done in the past. Astrology, by providing us with a blueprint of
our attachments, challenges, talents, and mental tendencies, offers us a way of not only realizing in a specific
sense of what our karma is, and helping us work with these confrontations within and without, but also a way
of beginning to rise above and gain a perspective on our destiny. Astrology is not a discipline that promotes a
passive acceptance of fate; rather astrology takes an account of your strengths and weaknesses and various
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tendencies, with the idea that through self-awareness, one can become more conscious of the choices of
actions available. As a science and as an art form, astrology is the study of the subtle energies that make up
our world. When we evaluate a horoscope, we are looking at nothing more than the blending of energies,
which can combine in an infinite variety of ways. As energetic beings, each one of us is comprised of a
combination of energies, which makes up the sum total of our self. The fact is that each of us is created by a
particular combination of planetary gravitational pulls exerted in different degrees, from different angles, and
in different quantities. The multitude of possible combinations accounts for the variety of personalities,
mentalities, physiques, as well as the emotional and intellectual constitutions that we find here on earth. The
stars do not rule our destiny; they merely record a destiny that has already been formed. They are a symbol,
not a force; a transmitting energy, not an originating power. The planets do not dictate, but indicate the
energies that are influencing a situation at a given time. Astrology is determinism to the extent that the
unchangeable law of karma shadows it; however, life that is guided by free will does not follow any
preordained pattern. It is through free will that humanity may guide the future and thereby take charge of
creating its own personal destiny. Appointments available via Skype or in person. Call today to schedule your
appointment at
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Head and face, the eyes. The neck, ears, throat, larynx, tonsils. The arms, shoulders, muscles and bones in
these, the lungs including the trachea and bronchi , and the hands. Stomach, breasts, solar plexus, diaphragm,
upper part of the liver. The heart, spine and spinal parts. The intestines, alimentary canal, lower part of the
liver. Kidneys, loins, appendix, lumbar vertebrae and the skin generally. The organs of reproduction, bladder,
gall, colon and rectum. The hips, thighs and the sciatic nerves. The knees, joints of the body and the hair. The
lower leg calves and ankles , the teeth and the circulation of the blood. The feet and toes. The Planets govern
parts corresponding with the Signs they rule and in which they have their exaltation. The physiological side, in
relation to the Signs, is as follows: The brain faculties and the distribution of mental and physical energy. The
breathing and those things connected. Distribution of vital forces and especially through the blood. Processes
of assimilation and absorption. The liquid processes of the body. The senses, malady as studied through the
nerves. Processes of preservation and reserve of energy. The circulation and eliminative processes.
Perspiration and the lymphatic processes generally. Diseases which pertain to the various signs are as follows
Aries: Headaches, fevers, neuralgia, eye troubles, eruptions and inflammations, wounds and accidents.
Diseases which particularly attack the throat. Bronchial complaints, consumption, nerve diseases, pneumonia
and pleurisy, asthma and anaemia. Affections of the digestion. Heart trouble, poor circulation and similar
troubles Virgo: Digestive troubles and complaints to do with intestines generally. Kidney affections and
afflictions to the spine. Diseases of the parts already mentioned as belonging to the Sign. Gout, rheumatism,
sciatica, accidents. Skin complaints and diseases affecting the parts of the Sign. Accidents to the ankles and
complaints affecting that part of the body; varicose veins, blood poisoning and some nervous diseases.
Influenza, colds, diseases accompanied by mucous discharges and similar complaints. The Aries person
should seek poise at all costs. Over-indulgence and too much comfort lie at the roots of most disorders, but
there is also a tendency to brood over troubles which lends force to any passing ailments. Nervous reactions
and restlessness, form the basis. Usually complaints originate in the emotions through some mental irritant,
cause nervous reactions and general lessening of vitality. It has been said that nine times out of ten the
Cancerian is hurt in health more by others than by himself. Nearly all afflictions tend to arise from
over-exertion of some kind. There is a tendency to upsets of the digestive organs from nervous causes,
producing acidity and other troubles. Troubles arise usually from nervous exhaustion of some kind. Breaking
down of the resistance through worrying and interaction of others upon the individual. Restlessness often
causes the trouble; the folks under this Sign are peculiar to accidents and injuries. Disease is frequently rooted
in inhibitions. Nervous causes, usually, based on the highly sensitive nature. Over-heating of the mind with
possibly fancied injuries from others, plus much sensitiveness physical and mental, form the basis for most
complaints. Food-stuffs-Rice, honey and aromatic herbs, as used for flavouring. Flowers - Marigold,
sunflower, peonies, etc. Trees-The bay, walnut and palm. Food-stuffs-Cabbage, melons, cucumbers,
pumpkins, turnips, mushrooms, lettuce, watercress. Trees-Traditionally, those which are mostly rich in sap, e.
Food-stuffs-Many seed-bearing plants; carrots, parsley, the majority of nuts. Trees-Hazel, walnut, and other
nut-bearing trees. Food-stuffs-Gooseberry and other berries, wheat, and most of the spices. Flowers-Daffodil,
goldenrod, violet, rose, lily, etc. Trees-Apple, pear, peach, fig, almond, ash, cypress and most of the vines.
Food-stuffs-Practically all the "hot" foods, such as ginger, and peppers, and those of strong taste such as the
onion, garlic, etc. Hops are also under Mars. Flowers-The unusual and rather coarser bright flowers.
Food-stuff-Vegetables such as sage, leeks; asparagus; rhubarb; mints; and fruits such as strawberries and the
currants. Flowers-The daisies and similar flowers. Trees-Lime, birch, mulberry, ash, oak, birch.
Food-stuffs-Most vegetables, such as potatoes, etc. Flowers-Very few known to be associated, but the various
bushes when in flower are thought to be so placed Trees-Pine, yew, willow, elm. And it is to the body, as the
Sun is to the Creation: Inimical and destructive to this virtue, are Saturn and Mars. The Herbs and Plants of
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Sol, wonderfully fortify it. Natural] The natural faculty or virtue resides in the liver, and is generally governed
by Jupiter, Quasi Juvans Pater; its office is to nourish the body, and is dispersed through the body by the veins.
From this are bred four particular humours, Blood, Choler, Flegm and Melancholy. Blood is made of meat
perfectly concocted, in quality hot and moist, governed by Jupiter It is by a third concoction transmuted into
flesh, the superfluity of it into seed, and its receptacle is the veins, by which it is dispersed through the body.
Choler is made of meat more than perfectly concocted; and it is the spume or froth of blood: It is in quality hot
and dry; fortifies the attractive faculty, as blood doth the digestive; moves man to activity and valour: Flegm is
made of meat not perfectly digested; it fortifies the virtue expulsive, makes the body slippery, fit for ejection;
it fortifies the brain by its consimilitude with it; yet it spoils apprehension by its antipathy to it. It qualifies
choler, cools and moistens the heart thereby sustaining it, and the whole body, from the fiery effects which
continual motion would produce. Its receptacle is the lungs, and is governed by Venus, some say by the Moon,
perhaps it may be governed by them both, it is cold and moist in quality. Of all these humours blood is the
chief, all the rest are superfluities of blood; yet are they necessary superfluities, for without any of them, man
cannot live. Namely; Choler is the fiery superfluities, Flegm, the Watery. The characteristic features of the
diseases or organs resonate with the features of the planets which rule them. Examples include the fluids ruled
by the Moon or redness and heat by Mars. Thus, although the Rulerships are like fixed dogmas, they can be
viewed as revealing an underlying logical pattern too. In ancient times, knowledge of the specific and general
effects of medicinal compounds on health was very poorly understood compared with today, and was often
based on the shape, colour, taste and texture of the material, before they were actually used medicinally. This
was often referred to as the "doctrine of correspondences" [or "doctrine of signatures"]: Examples include
yellow flowering plants for liver com-plaints, red and peppery herbs for fevers and haemorrhages, etc. Drugs
at that time were mainly employed on the basis of what today looks like a form of speculation and guesswork.
For centuries, the medicinal qualities of a drug were decided by astrologi-cal considerations, such as reference
to planetary rulers. Herbs were used on the basis of tradition, a semi-mythical method, stretching back in time
before recorded history. This was the case in nearly all cultures on earth. Examples include Chelidonium
[Yellow Poppy] for liver complaints, Euphrasia [Eyebright] for eye complaints and Pulmonaria [Lungwort]
for bronchitis. It would be criminal frivolity to rest contented with such guesswork at the bedside of the sick.
The rationalism of medieval medicine could and did pass over at times into what appears to our modern eyes
as mere superstition and mysticism; and the respect paid to astrology as late as the last half of the seventeenth
century is an excellent example of this. However, Shryock goes on: It was dominated by the ancient belief that
human destiny was ruled by the stars, an attitude integral in the primitive approach to natural phenomena. In
spite of its obvious pagan origins this doctrine has been tolerated by the Church and in the sixteenth century it
still played a prominent role in medical thought. John Dee [], occultist, physician and astrologer, was yet a
further example of the remarkable characters who then graced the upper ranks of quackery His influence over
the Queen was considerable and she actually sent her personal physician to attend him when he was ill
Sydenham also speculated upon the array of unhealthy influences upon the human organism:
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7: Secrets of Nature: Astrology and Alchemy in Early Modern Europe - Google Books
Yet medical astrology soon became debased. It is a complex system which requires a great deal of time and thought to
treat someone properly. By taking shortcuts and trimming the system, some bogus practitioners hoped to speed it up.

A recent study posted to the Journal of Clinical Investigation found that CBD can help to reduce the creation
of sebum that results in acne, partly due to its anti-inflammatory effect physically. In reality, CBD appears to
have no harmful effects, even at quite substantial dosages. Cannabis oil is likewise not advisable for
breastfeeding women, pregnant women, or women that are attempting to become pregnant. Low doses can
cause you to feel relaxed and happy. Therefore it is simpler to know the dosage. Owing to that, the ground
natural herb might be of irregular dimension. CBD might be a future treatment for acne vulgaris, the most
frequent kind of acne. What Needs to be Done About Medical Cannabis Card Before You Miss Your Chance
While automating aspects of production is vital, buying a lot of machines prematurely may keep you from
having the flexibility you must adapt to changing market requirements. So, using your healthcare card could
potentially help save you a couple of bucks later on just make sure you keep your receipts to use during tax
season! Though some e-liquid manufacturers utilize a rather small quantity of diacetyl as a portion of their
flavorings, a massive majority of businesses make diacetyl-free e-liquids as a way to guarantee a lot safer
vaping experience in the long run. Thus, using marijuana before exercise is a means to boost the pure
procedure for producing endocannabinoids. The distinction is that an amendment to the state constitution
would be far more troublesome to amend. In addition, medical marijuana has seen increased legalization
around the world in the past few years, adding to some other demand for cannabis extracts. Our marijuana
laws can be a bit confusing and might even appear nonsensical to a newcomer. Hemp is really a versatile
agricultural item. Law enforcement officers have started encountering violent behavior not previously related
to marijuana use because of the elevated levels of THC being cultivated by some growers. Consumers can
pick from a huge catalogue of professionally produced marijuana products with wide-ranging results and
consumption procedures. Modern-day marijuana consumers want a handy and cashless method to cover
cannabis. Cannabis may have a wide number of effects based on the http: Marijuana is a drug composed of
hemp plant named Cannabis Sativa. The advantages of that memo may be in jeopardy, though. Broadly
speaking, craft cannabis growers have the time to pay more attention to the information. Especially in regards
to all the various ways to consume CBD. Businesses have the capacity to elevate humanity and modify the
world. In addition, you can grow plants at your house. The most important issue is the amount of CBD.
Becoming a medical cannabis patient in Colorado may be less difficult than you believe, but you need to
adhere to the correct steps. There are many choices for lodging that place https: With your help, and the
continual development of the market, in the immediate future, individuals will be seeing CBD and Cannabis in
a completely different light.
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8: Greek Medicine: PREDICTION AND PREVENTION
RENAISSANCE MEDICINE CONFERENCE HERBS, MEDICAL ASTROLOGY, ALCHEMY. Mark your calendars! THE
LOST SECRETS OF RENAISSANCE MEDICINE: Herbs, Medical Astrology, Alchemy will return to Portland, Oregon the
weekend of August ,

Students can begin anytime they wish and proceed at their own pace. Students will be required to obtain a
handful of essential texts, to complete fascinating homework assignments, and to test themselves, in
preparation for a chart analysis to be completed at closure. Students will be working in Classical Western
Astrology: Certification available on completion. The ideal student for this course possesses adequate mental
focus and stability, loves to study, has good memorization skill, is capable of self-test, and willing to devote at
least two hours weekly to reading and thinking about Medical Astrology. This Module and all information
contained within is presented exclusively for historical interest and study purposes, and not for medical use. If
you suffer a medical complaint, please consult your licensed medical practitioner or physician. The same
caveat attends to all 12 Modules in this course, Medical Astrology Be able to recognize the astrological
symbols for the planets, lunar nodes and the twelve signs. Be familiar with the twelve houses and their general
meaning. The last two modules require that you know the difference between a birth chart and a current transit
to the birth chart, i. The last two modules will be easier for students who already know how to read and use a
basic ephemeris for daily planetary positions. A solid knowledge of beginning astrology is required to
understand this material. Intermediate astrologers will of course, perform best, but a dedicated and intelligent
beginning student may follow the lesson plan well if they will put in focused time and supplement their
learning with additional basic astrology materials. Course Texts Please purchase your books from
astroamerica. The Astrological Body Types is available exclusively through our website until March After
that time, it will also be available through astroamerica. Mandatory textbooks for this course: Be sure to
purchase A-Z all letters inclusive. Healing for the 21st Century by Marcia Starck www. Save money with used
texts on websites like Indie Bound. The best students start chart collections. Students are encouraged to have
at least three charts in their collection at course onset your own chart counts. Anyone you know who is willing
to provide you with their sacred birth data becomes your case study. This is the best possible way to learn
medical astrology. For each lesson, compare the planet or element studied with its placement in the chart of
your own chart samples. There are also published chart collections of famous persons that are useful if you
have access to their health history or cause of death. AstroDataBank is also a great resource for chart data
online. Study Options Through Individual Modules Students who do not intend to take the entire course in a
linear fashion are welcome to download individual modules. The fee for individual modules does not include
final exams. However the final exam certification may be purchased separately upon completion of all
modules in the program. The final exam consists of two parts: A written exam and a sample chart analysis. For
the second part of the test, the student is required to submit an analysis of a Planetary Health Chart natal chart
viewed medically. The instructor will read and critique your analysis. This opportunity is of great value to the
student who wishes to aquire a high level of skill. The occassional student may be required to resubmit a test
or analysis.
9: Medical Astrology: Your SunSign Reveals Your Bodyâ€™s Weakest Spot? - The Minds Journal
Medical Astrology - Planets & Diseases. Medical Astrology - planets and related diseases: Today I am going to discuss
on diseases & their related www.enganchecubano.com is the first part of Medical Astrology you can say.
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